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Abstract SPICES (Spectro-Polarimetric Imaging and Characterization of
Exoplanetary Systems) is a five-year M-class mission proposed to ESA Cosmic
Vision. Its purpose is to image and characterize long-period extrasolar planets
and circumstellar disks in the visible (450–900 nm) at a spectral resolution of
about 40 using both spectroscopy and polarimetry. By 2020/2022, present and
near-term instruments will have found several tens of planets that SPICES
will be able to observe and study in detail. Equipped with a 1.5 m telescope,
SPICES can preferentially access exoplanets located at several AUs (0.5–
10 AU) from nearby stars (<25 pc) with masses ranging from a few Jupiter
masses to Super Earths (∼2 Earth radii, ∼10 M⊕) as well as circumstellar disks
as faint as a few times the zodiacal light in the Solar System.

Keywords Exoplanets · High contrast imaging

1 Introduction

SPICES (Spectro-Polarimetric Imaging and Characterization of Exoplanetary
Systems) was proposed in 2010 to the ESA M3 Cosmic Vision call for
missions for a launch in the 2020s. It is a direct imaging mission designed
to achieve very high contrasts in order to characterize exoplanetary systems
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previously identified by other instruments. SPICES is an evolution of the
former SEE-COAST proposal [36] and belongs to the category of so-called
small coronagraphic telescopes derived from the Terrestrial Planet Finder
concept [26].

Recently, a crucial step has been accomplished with the first direct de-
tections of both hot transiting giant planets [39, 40] and long-period warm
young giants [16, 22, 25, 29]. Transit spectroscopy, though limited to transiting
planets, was able to measure low-resolution spectra, both in emission and in
transmission from the visible to mid-IR. Direct imaging has reached large
contrasts mostly in the visible and near-IR. It has derived colors and first low-
resolution spectra [4, 11]. Direct detections will be more frequent in the present
decade with upcoming planet finders on 8 m telescopes from the ground
and in space with James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), both in transit and
direct imaging.

As a direct imaging mission, SPICES deals with exoplanetary systems
that resemble the Solar System. Fed by a 1.5 m telescope, SPICES can
preferentially access exoplanets located at several AUs (0.5–10 AU) from
nearby stars (<25 pc) with masses ranging from a few Jupiter masses to
Super Earths (∼2 Earth radii, ∼10 M⊕). SPICES, which will characterize
planets by spectroscopy and polarimetry, has an important advantage over
other exoplanet missions. Owing to its large field of view (10”) and diffraction-
limited imaging capability, SPICES can access planetary systems as a whole. In
addition to the aforementioned planets (the main goal of the mission), much
longer period planets (>10 AU) around young stars (found by planet finders
on the ground) and circumstellar disks (from protoplanetary to debris disks)
are accessible. Importantly, SPICES has the ability to detect exozodiacal light
at the level of a few zodi, which is famously known to hamper the detection of
Earth-like planets. This ability is therefore a tremendous advantage for future
and increasingly ambitious direct detection programs.

This challenging goal clearly requires a specific instrumentation, which is
not available on any other present or future facility and must be optimized for a
very specific task. Typical star/planet brightness ratios are in the range of 108 to
1010 at less than one arc-second. SPICES combines several techniques for high
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contrast imaging in a single instrument designed to maximize the astrophysical
return while reducing risks.

This paper summarizes the main objectives and characteristics of the mis-
sion as proposed to ESA. Section 2 describes the various types of objects
SPICES will study together with their observable characteristics and gives
a first estimate of the targets sample. The instrument concept is detailed in
Sections 3 and 4 discusses the pointing issue. Some preliminary assessments of
performances are shown in Section 5. Finally, general characteristics for the
operations and the spacecraft are given in Sections 6 and 7. We note that a
thorough estimation of performances will be presented in a forthcoming paper,
while here we emphasize the science program and the technical aspects as
presented in the Cosmic Vision proposal.

2 Science program

2.1 Observational approach

The exoplanet phenomenon is so diverse that it will require several mis-
sions and instruments from both space and ground to cover a broad range
of parameters across several wavelength regimes. The primary objective of
SPICES is to study the atmospheres and possibly surfaces of various type
of planets: gaseous and iced giants as well as Super Earths. For that pur-
pose, SPICES combines direct imaging with spectro-polarimetry in the visible
(450–900 nm) and measures the total flux F and the linearly polarized fluxes
Q and U, all as functions of the wavelength λ, for every pixel in an image.
Combining spectroscopy and polarimetry has several advantages: first, the
degree of polarization is sensitive to the properties of scattering particles
and/or the reflecting surfaces; and second, polarimetry allows us to distinguish
between reflected light by planets and light from stars which can be considered
unpolarized. The ratio of the polarized fluxes to the total flux of a pixel
determines the degree of polarization P and is given by:

P(λ) = [Q(λ)2 + U(λ)2]1/2/F(λ) (1)

SPICES will be sensitive to exoplanets over a wide range of ages (a few
Myr to a few Gyr), temperatures (warm to cold, respectively), and stellar types
(from M to A stars), with arbitrary orbital inclinations and a wide range of
orbital distances (from a fraction of an AU to several AU, depending on the
stellar type and distance), and along large fractions of their orbits (depending
on orbital inclination angles: at phase angles of 90◦ ± 45◦). SPICES direct
imaging and spectro-polarimetry will provide access to:

– the detection of unknown exoplanets in known planetary systems
– the orientation and stability of planetary orbits (yielding true masses of

planets detected with the radial velocity (RV) method)
– the properties (density, microphysical characteristics) of exozodiacal dust
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– the morphology of circumstellar dust and debris disks
– the composition of planetary atmospheres (absorbing gases)
– the presence and character of clouds/hazes
– the structure of planetary atmospheres (e.g. vertical distributions of gases,

clouds, and hazes)
– the composition and structure of planetary surfaces (if present and visible

through the atmosphere)
– the temporal variations in the composition and structure of planetary

atmospheres and surfaces (due to seasons, eccentricity, chemical non-
equilibrium, ...)

To accomplish these tasks, SPICES will have to face large contrasts (typ-
ically 108 to 1010) at short angular separations (a fraction of an arcsecond).
Table 1 gives the top level science requirements of the SPICES mission.

2.2 Characterization of cold exoplanets

Planets are colder when they are older and further away from their parent star.
Cold planets emit relatively little thermal radiation and shine with reflected
starlight at visible wavelengths. Flux and polarization spectra of this reflected
starlight contain a wealth of information about an exoplanet’s atmospheric
composition, structure, and possibly surface (for rocky exoplanets). The fluxes
depend on a planet’s radius, orbital distance, and distance to the observer.

2.2.1 Gas and ice giants

Giant planets (both gaseous and iced) are definitely the main targets of
SPICES since they will reflect more light than the emblematic but smaller
Super Earths, so that a high level of atmospheric characterization can be
achieved through both spectroscopy and polarimetry. We anticipate that
1–5 AU orbits around nearby stars will be perfectly suited to SPICES (see
Section 5).

Both flux and polarization spectra have an overall shape, the continuum,
upon which narrower spectral features are superimposed. The level and shape
of the continuum are mostly determined by scattering and absorption by

Table 1 Scientific requirements for SPICES

Quantity Science requirement Instrument requirement

Star-to-planet contrast 1RJ at 3 AU with 50% albedo <5.109

Angular resolution Planets at a > 1 AU at 10 pc 100 mas at 600 nm
FOV inner part of disks (10–50 AU) >5” (goal 10”)
F accuracy Properties of atmospheres <5%
P accuracy Properties of atmospheres <5%
Spectral range Main molecules, Rayleigh 450–900 nm
Spectral resolving power Main molecules, Rayleigh R = 40
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Fig. 1 Spectra of the gas and
ice giant planets in our solar
system from [23] smoothed to
SPICES resolution, R = 40
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gases (Rayleigh scattering), clouds, and aerosols. Most of the narrow spectral
features in total flux F and polarization P spectra arise from absorption of
light by atmospheric gases. The depth and width of the spectral features yield
information about overall atmospheric pressure and the existence and altitude
of clouds and differ from one planet to the other (sometimes significantly) as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. With SPICES’ spectral resolution of about 40, we will
be able to identify various types of gases.

The spectral signatures from cloud and aerosol layers depend on the particle
properties, the number of particles and their spatial distribution, the illumi-
nation and viewing geometries, and the wavelength. These signatures show
up differently in flux and polarization spectra, and the greatest insights can
be gained by using both: total flux spectra are sensitive to the amount of

Fig. 2 Albedo of model
Jupiter and Neptune planets
[13] at separations of 0.8 AU
(red and dark blue, too warm
for clouds) and 2 AU (green
and cyan, just cold enough for
water clouds) smoothed to
SPICES resolution, R = 40
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scattering (scattering cross sections, particle number densities, scattering phase
functions), while polarization spectra are more sensitive to the microphysics of
the particles in the atmospheric layer where the last scattering takes place.

For all of the Solar System giant planets, at redder wavelengths we can
see deeper into their atmospheres because Rayleigh scattering and haze
absorption decrease. Figure 1 shows that the geometric albedos of Jupiter
and Saturn are large at longer wavelengths because these planets have thick
clouds relatively high in their atmospheres that efficiently reflect sunlight
back to space. Shorter (bluer) wavelengths are absorbed by photochemical
hazes instead of Rayleigh scattered. The geometric albedos of Uranus and
Neptune are much lower but clearly show Rayleigh scattering at the shortest
wavelengths, because for these colder planets, most of the cloud layers are
located deeper in the atmosphere, which contain significantly more methane
gas. Methane gas has many useful, measurable absorption bands of various
strengths across SPICES spectral range, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

SPICES will constrain the evolutionary architectures of extrasolar planetary
systems because it will be able to tell the difference between ice and gas
giant planets, even with a low resolution of R = 40. The evolutionary history
ultimately determines the composition and structure of gas and ice giants,
driving factors that affect their spectra, such as gas mixing ratios and clouds
[13]. For example, giant exoplanets that are somewhat warmer than Jupiter
should show H2O water vapor absorption in the red [13]. SPICES will also
be able to characterize the atmospheric temperature and composition of a far
greater variety of giant planets than found in our own solar system. Extrasolar
planets with ages of 200 Myr to 10 Gyr and masses of 1–5 Jupiters will have
effective temperatures ranging from 500 K to below 100 K. As shown in
Fig. 2, warmer cloud-free atmospheres reflect less and thus have darker
spectra, especially at longer (redder) wavelengths. In the absence of clouds,
sodium Na (0.59 μm) and potassium K (0.78 μm) are visible. Clouds increase

Fig. 3 Simulated polarization
P spectra (R = 40) of a
Jupiter-like planet with a
thick cloud layer (red), and
two Neptune-like planets
(blue and green), with much
more methane absorption
and deep lying clouds at
two altitudes
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the amount of reflected light (albedo) and also increase the contrast between
continuum and adjoining strongly absorbing spectral regions.

As temperature decreases for older or further-separated planets, the first
clouds to appear in the skies are H2O water clouds. If temperatures get even
colder the altitude of the H2O water clouds also gets lower and deeper into the
atmosphere (since atmospheric temperature falls with altitude). Next, high-
altitude NH3 ammonia clouds will form (with spectral features at 0.55, 0.65,
and 0.79 μm that are not shown in these plots), followed by the formation of
CH4 methane clouds (strong features in 0.7–0.9 μm as shown in Fig. 2). Thus,
the water and ammonia clouds that will likely be found in the atmospheres of
planets in SPICES detection range will indicate atmospheric temperature and
composition [13].

In addition to being able to differentiate between gas and ice giant planets,
SPICES will also be able to differentiate gas giant planets from brown dwarfs.
This ability is extremely useful for validating or ruling out planet candidates
observed by previous direct detections, where mass is derived photometrically
(such as JWST or planet-finders on the ground).

All giant planets in our Solar System have rings. SPICES cannot spatially
resolve rings, but they reveal their presence by reflecting starlight and by
casting their shadow on the planet. The traces of rings in the planets flux and
polarization phase functions depend on ring properties such as radius, optical
thickness, particle microphysics, and the geometry with respect to the planet
and its orbit [2]. The high photometric stability of a space mission like SPICES
allows the ring presence to be revealed.

2.2.2 Nearby super earths

Super Earths are very interesting objects but obviously fainter than giants
and necessarily rare in the solar neighborhood (due to RV detection bias).
SPICES will be able to detect large terrestrial planets (>2 Earth radii) with
Earth-like albedos around a few of the nearest stars (<5 pc). The largest
terrestrial planets in the Solar System (Venus, Earth, Mars) differ strongly
in composition, surface pressure, cloud coverage, and surface type at visible
wavelengths. They each have unique flux F and polarization P spectra. In
addition, Super Earths will have spectra that largely contain information about
their clouds and surfaces. The Chappuis band of ozone O3 (590 ± 50 nm) is a
prominent broad feature as well as the oxygen O2 A band (760 nm ± 10 nm)
and various water H2O bands. In favorable circumstances, SPICES could
detect the most obvious spectral features (Section 5) and polarization effects
providing the degree of polarization is large like for Titan (see Fig. 4).

SPICES will see the lowest possible scattering surface of a planets
atmosphere. This surface might be the top of clouds or the solid/liquid
surface of a few nearby Super Earths. Sensing the actual surface will only be
possible if the planets atmosphere is optically thin, like that of Mars, or if the
cloud coverage is sparse enough, such as on Earth. A particularly interesting
surface type to search for would be liquid water. For that, SPICES could
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Fig. 4 The measured
polarization of planets in the
solar system [35]. Titan-like
planets can have very large
degree of polarization

take advantage of its polarization spectra capability, since oceans generally
appear dark and have very low albedos and thus may not be detectable in
flux F spectra. SPICES can make the difference between various type of
surfaces (clouds/forests/oceans) with very strong color effects in the visible.
Observations of a planet at different locations in its orbit could reveal seasonal
effects provided they are strong, as they might be for a planet in a highly
elliptical orbit or with a large obliquity.

2.3 Characterization of young and warm exoplanets

Planets around young stars are young and warm, and their thermal emission
makes them relatively bright at visible wavelengths. Any planets discovered
at longer wavelengths with the upcoming next-generation adaptive optics
exoplanet instruments, SPHERE (Spectro Polarimetric High contrast Exo-
planet REsearch [8]), GPI (Gemini Planet Imager [28]), and HiCIAO (High
Contrast Instrument for the Subaru next generation Adaptive Optics [41])
will also be detectable with SPICES (Fig. 5). The emission from these warm
planets will still be dominant in the red part (I band) while they will be much
fainter (and possibly out of reach of SPICES) at shorter wavelengths owing to
their large orbital distances (some tens of AU). It is a unique opportunity to
combine visible and near IR spectra to learn more about gaseous absorptions,
temperatures and clouds. In addition, depending on the stellar spectral type,
SPICES can extend the detection limit down to one Jupiter mass and even
one Saturn mass. Due to symmetry, the thermally emitted radiation of
young exoplanets will be mostly unpolarized when a planet is observed as a
point source. If polarized planetary thermal radiation is in fact observed, it
would indicate a horizontally non-homogeneous atmosphere, e.g. an atmo-
sphere with patches of clouds, again complementing near IR ground-based
observations.
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Fig. 5 Absolute I band
magnitude of young planets
(assuming BD-COND model
from [3]) compared to the
expected detection limits of
SPICES for early and late
type stars. SPICES will
overcome the 8-m class planet
finders by several orders of
magnitudes (the 8-m class
level is effectively shown by
the currently detected
planets)

2.4 Characterization of circumstellar disks

SPICES will be able to study a large range of circumstellar disks from
protoplanetary to exozodii representing different stages of disk evolution (in
proportion with the amount of dust).

Up to now, very few protoplanetary disks have been angularly resolved by
direct imaging in their inner (planetary) regions (1–50 AU). The SPICES ob-
servatory offers a unique point-source rejection which allows for the first time
ever, the possibility to study the geometry and the dust properties of the inner
regions of proto-planetary disks with emphasis on the planetary formation.
The information from SPICES on the disks scattered light will be entirely
complementary to mid-IR (JWST) and sub-mm (ALMA: Atacama Large
Millimeter Array) data, since different wavelengths probe dust in different
size ranges where different physical processes operate. Polarimetry (degree
and direction) will be able to lift important degeneracies in determining the
3D structure of the disks.

The majority of the photometrically-detected debris disks (by Spitzer for
instance) are predicted to be ring-like at radii in the 0.1–3” range accessible
to SPICES. Recent high resolution images obtained on 8-m class telescopes
illustrate this characteristic [12, 42]. Planetary perturbations are known to
cause disk structures like offsets, warps, clumps, and spirals, as confirmed by
[22, 25]. Therefore, high contrast images can also be used to identify signposts
of new planets and provide constraints on the planets’ masses, orbits and even
evolutionary history.

Exozodiacal dust generated by sublimation of comets and collisions among
asteroids can be both friend and foe. SPICES can perform a census of zodiacal
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Fig. 6 Simulating SPICES observations of the 46-A star debris disks that were detected at both
24 and 70μm with Spitzer shows that all lie above the contrast limit of SPICES (given here at
1 sigma), regardless of disk orientation. Levels of Zodiacal light are shown for 0.1–1000 Zodi. The
level of detection corresponds to a sensitivity of a few zodi

clouds around nearby stars that would be important targets for future missions
for direct imaging of exo-Earths, therefore surpassing any currently proposed
mission focusing on exo-zodi (Fig. 6) with the ability to directly recover
extended structure geometry independently from any models.

2.5 Targets

The SPICES target sample relies mainly on previously detected objects: known
planets (M < 25 MJ) and disks. The mission will be defined with these
observational constraints, although a survey-like approach is also envisaged
for some nearby stars but as a second priority (with no strong drivers on
the instrumental concept).1 Current and near-term detection programs will
provide appropriate targets for SPICES, although it is difficult to predict
the exact number. However, we can make estimations based on the current
performances and the progression rate of discoveries. Our goal in this section is
(1) to show that some known planets are already achievable with SPICES and
(2) to demonstrate that a significant number of objects will be available by the
2020s, actually more than SPICES could ever observe. Five classes of targets
are relevant for SPICES. Overall, there will be at minimum one hundred
targets suitable for characterization with SPICES and certainly some hundred

1This in particular allows us to reduce the number of deformable mirrors (see Section 3.5).
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Fig. 7 Planets known from
RV surveys and potentially
observable with SPICES as of
December 2010. Red dots are
for planets angularly
separable at the shortest
wavelength (450 nm) and blue
dots are for 900 nm

objects to search for. We estimated that, given the exposure time needed for
characterization and surveys, our program requires a five-year mission.

2.5.1 Planets from radial velocity

Among the nearly 470 planets known from RV,2 more than 145 stars have
planets more massive than 1 MJ and at separation larger than 1 AU (according
to http://exoplanet.eu). Only a fraction of these planets will be observable
with SPICES depending on the projected angular separations. In the current
database, almost 30 objects match the SPICES fundamental limitations (Inner
Working Angle ∼ 0.1” @ 0.45 μm) with masses larger than 0.5 MJ (Fig. 7). If
we assume that about 3.3% of stars have planets in the 3–6 AU range [46], this
translates to about 60 giants observable with SPICES within 20 pc.

As for telluric planets, the current precision of HARPS (High Accuracy
Radial velocity Planetary Search project) has already allowed for the iden-
tification of some 20 candidates (unpublished as of yet) in the range of
4–10 M⊕ at short periods (0.05–0.5 AU). There is no doubt that both HARPS
then ESPRESSO (successor of HARPS at the VLT) will push these numbers
of detection further in the appropriate range for SPICES. Howard et al. [21]
found that 6.5% of solar-type stars have close-in planets of 10–30 M⊕ which
means a few units of Super Earths observable with SPICES. Overall, if the
rate of discovery follows the current trend, we can reasonably predict that on
the order of 100 RV long-period (>1 AU) planets will be observable with
SPICES including 5–10 Super Earths.

Furthermore, it is clearly demonstrated that the planetary systems discov-
ered with RV are usually packed, which means that longer periods have higher
probability when close-in planets already exist [27]. This potentially extends
the target sample of SPICES to hundreds of objects for a survey-like approach.
It is a very strong argument in favor of a direct imaging mission.

2as of December 2010

http://exoplanet.eu
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2.5.2 Planets from astrometry

So far, very few planets are confirmed and none have been discovered by
astrometry, but it is anticipated that the next European astrometric mission
GAIA (Global Astrometric Interferometer for Astrophysics) will open up a
new discovery space (unbiased spectral types, all sky, volume limited) towards
long periods, perfectly suited for SPICES. GAIA (launch in 2012) should
provide targets timely for SPICES and more importantly accurate masses.
Given some assumptions detailed in [14] about planet probability, GAIA can
observe hundreds of stars in the 0–20 pc distance bin (6 < V < 13) and should
detect a dozen giants (more massive than Saturn) with 0.5–4.5 AU semi-major
axis, therefore suitable to SPICES.

2.5.3 Planets from direct imaging

Direct imaging has now started to detect several long-period planets around
relatively young stars [22, 25, 29] and even planet in formation [24]. About 12
such objects are known as of today and the future instruments will yield tens of
new young objects around a large variety of spectral types (A to M) for nearby
stars (<50–100 pc). It is anticipated that early type stars will provide more
detections while they may form more massive planets. For now, most of these
planet candidates are orbiting relatively far (β Pic b being the closest at 8 AU)
but could be warm enough to be bright at visible wavelengths. The sensitivity
of SPHERE, GPI, and JWST will be sufficient to detect planets at typically
>5 AUs, which will make good targets for SPICES (although certainly fainter
than those found by RV in reflected light). SPHERE also has the capability
to detect Jupiter-like planets at 0.5–1 AU for very bright nearby stars in the
visible (α Cen is a good candidate for instance). We can estimate that after
five years of operations (so before 2020), possibly tens of planets detected
by 8-m class telescopes will be accessible to SPICES, improving the level of
characterization.

2.5.4 Planets from transit

The space mission PLATO (PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars)
proposed to Cosmic Vision in 2007 could observe a few bright and nearby stars:
90 targets with V < 6 and 1,350 targets with V < 8, according to [15]. Assuming
a 1% transiting probability this translates into about 1 and 10 potential targets
in these two magnitude bins. Although marginal, PLATO may add a few
units to the target sample of SPICES especially in the Super Earth mass
regime. More importantly, these planets will have their mass, radius, and then
density measured, so that SPICES can directly derive albedos. Similar to RV,
the presence of planets in close-in orbits is a good criterion for searches at
longer periods. In addition, for these planets, SPICES can make combined
light spectroscopy observations during transits.
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Table 2 Evaluation of mission duration

Characterization Disks Survey

Number of targets 100 100 100
Number of targets to revisit 20 20 0
Number of visits 5 3 1
Individual integration time (hours) 100 30 50
Total integration time (years) 2.0 0.50 0.6
Total including overhead, calib/pointing (years) 2.8 0.65 0.8

2.5.5 Disks

There are already several tens of known protoplanetary and debris disks
observed by direct imaging with HST and from the ground that are mostly
around massive stars. SPITZER also provided many targets with IR excesses
around lower mass stars, not yet resolved, which SPICES will be able to reveal
better than HST.

2.5.6 Mission duration

According to the previous subsections about 80 to 100 targets would constitute
the core sample of SPICES for deep spectro-polarimetric characterization.
Similarly, about 100 known protoplanetary and debris disks are observable
with SPICES. Then, an additional program, a survey of the closest and
brightest stars can be accomplished (there are 120 stars of V < 5 within 20
pc). Performances and signal to noise ratios are analyzed in Section 5, and
although the exposure is a strong function of stellar and planetary parameters
(Sp, distance, separation), we here assume a generic and conservative value of
100 h. Table 2 gives a crude and first estimate of a design reference mission to
carry out in a five-year mission.

3 Instrumental concept

3.1 Orbit requirements

For the purpose of thermal stability (high dimensional stability is required
for the telescope and instrument optics), target accessibility (avoidance of
occultation of the sky by the Earth), and high data rate for the full mission,
SPICES will be on an orbit around the Sun-Earth L2 Lagrangian point.
There are several potential L2-orbit families (halo, Lissajous, ...). The pointing
strategy is analogous to that used on the Herschel mission. It has two degrees of
freedom: some 30◦ of tilt around the plane normal to the Earth-Sun direction
and a rotation around the Sun direction. As a matter of fact, the conjunction
of Earths orbital movement and pointing strategy allows any target to be
accessible at least twice a year, and visibility duration for a target varies with
its declination. To reach L2, the proposed launcher is a Soyuz–Fregat launched
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from Kourou. The spacecraft, with an estimated launch mass around 1.5 tons,
will fit in the fairing.

3.2 General overview of the payload

The payload concept is designed to fulfill the science requirements given
in Section 2. The general problem to directly image extrasolar planets near
bright stars is well known and emblematic techniques like coronagraphy and
wavefront control have been developed over the last 15 years to enable high-
contrast. Although potential solutions are numerous, we propose a single
conceptual design for the payload. The design of SPICES results from a trade-
off between science requirements (level of characterization) and performances
(stability, contrast, ...).

SPICES is an off-axis 1.5 m telescope consisting of a coronagraphic sys-
tem combined with wavefront correction and feeding an integral spectro-
polarimeter to cover the 450–900 nm band. The optical quality of the telescope
is not drastic (typically 10 nm rms at mid frequencies on the primary). The
wavefront control is achieved with the Electric Field Conjugation [20], a
specific algorithm to measure the aberrations, and a deformable mirror (DM)
to correct the wavefront, providing a quality/stability on the order of tens of

Fig. 8 Conceptual design of the SPICES payload showing the main blocks: telescope, polarimeter,
coronagraph and IFS. Only the main optics are shown here for sake of clarity (see Sections 3.2
and 3.3 for a description)
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picometers. Our goal is to implement a more promising technique, the Self
Coherent Camera [18], which for now has a lower Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) but will allow a better discrimination of planets and speckles
[5]. We chose the Vector Vortex Coronagraph (VVC) [32], a derivation of
the phase mask concept which can be made potentially achromatic on a
∼50% bandwidth. The backend instrument is a micro-lenses based integral
field spectrograph (IFS) [1] similar to those developed now on the ground
for SPHERE and GPI. Polarimetry is intimately implemented in the design
by using a rotating half-wave retarder as a modulator and a polarizing beam-
splitter cube as an analyzer.

Figure 8 illustrates the conceptual design of the instrument. A polarimetric
beam splitter splits the beam into two channels. One polarization is assigned
to one channel (for instance vertical polarization at the top, horizontal polar-
ization at the bottom, as in Fig. 8). A modulator is used upstream (between
the telescope and the beam splitter) to select the linear polarization direction
on the sky that is analyzed by the polarizer in each channel: ±Q (horizontal
and vertical linear polarization) and ±U (linear polarization at ±45◦). This
furnishes a complete measurement of linear polarization of the incoming light
(Fig. 9).

In addition, each channel is specialized for a spectral bandwidth, 450–700 nm
and 650–900 nm (with an overlap of 50 nm for calibration purposes). The

Fig. 9 Illustration of the SPICES measurement concept. Data cubes (x,y,λ) are reconstructed for
the blue and red IFS channels. Four sequences are obtained at different time T1, T2, T3, T4. At
a given time the polarization directions are orthogonal between the blue and the red channel.
The direct sum of T1 and T2 data gives the intensity spectrum while two more sets of data (with
45◦ and 135◦ orientations) are needed to build Stokes U and Q vectors and hence the degree of
polarization
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two-channel concept allows flexibility to optimize the wavefront measurement
and correction, the coronagraph achromaticity, the IFS design, and then the
whole chromaticity of the instrument. This solution also reduces the number
of mechanisms from two to three (the modulator at the entrance of the
instrument and the tip/tilt mounts) and gives redundancies to avoid single point
failure for critical elements like DMs. The conceptual design also shows that
half of the light is sent to the two science channels and the other half is not
wasted but used for internal guiding (see Section 4).

With this concept, a typical observing sequence on an exoplanetary system
will require four observations to collect all the spectral and polarimetric infor-
mation (Fig. 9). The whole optical design, telescope + instrument, needs to be
specified with a good optical quality. Even if active correction is implemented
with deformable mirrors, the total wavefront error budget must be low, a few
tens of nanometers (goal: 20 nm rms). Similarly, the performance of SPICES
is contingent on the ability to accurately measure the aberrations. Spectral
decorrelation due to out-of-pupil optics must then be controlled. This aspect is
an important requirement in the optimization of the optical design. The high
level specifications of the instrument are given in Table 3.

3.3 Optical layout

SPICES includes an unobstructed afocal telescope and a coronagraphic device
feeding an integral spectro-polarimeter. The three mirrors of the 1.5 m afo-
cal telescope (2 Off Axis Parabola + 1 pure elliptical concave mirror) provide
a 64 mm collimated beam to match the DM size (Section 3.5). The off-axis
primary mirror (PM) of SPICES can be directly inherited from the GAIA
mirrors, which have very similar specifications and achieve a Wave Front Error

Table 3 Overall
requirements for the payload

Parameters Values

Telescope diameter (D) 1.5 m
Bandwidths 450–900 nm (goal: 400–950 nm)
Equivalent spatial 62–120 mas (goal: 55–127 mas)

resolution
Blue channel/red channel 450–700 nm/650–900 nm
Observable Stokes I, Q, U

parameters
Contrast at 2 lambda/D a few 10−9

Contrast at 4 lambda/D a few 10−10

Deformable mirror, 64 × 64 actuators
nb. of elements

FOV corrected blue/red 6”/8”
channel

FOV imaged blue/red 9”/12”
channel

WFE static 20 nm rms
WFE DM 10 pm rms
Final pointing accuracy 0.5 mas (goal 0.1 mas)
Polarimetric sensitivity 10−3
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(WFE) of 7–8 nm rms (on the surface). GAIA is also a cold telescope (200 K)
with a high degree of stability (at a level of 15 pm), similar to what is envisaged
for SPICES. Then two fold mirrors (M4 + M5) are used to balance the polar-
ization induced by the telescope before entering the polarimetric modulator
and the polarizing beam-splitter cube. The beam is then separated into two
channels dedicated to the 450–700 nm and 650–900 nm bands. On each arm, a
DM (including the tip-tilt function in its mounting) is located in the close pupil
image plane, then a first stage provides an image plane for the Vortex (F/60)
with a WFE (RMS) = λ/100 on the edge and λ/2500 on center (at 450 nm). A
following second stage provides a 10 mm pupil image for the coronagraphic
diaphragm, a broadband filter and a polarization filter, and finally a third
camera stage provides a telecentric image plane (F/290) to feed the IFS with
a WFE (RMS) = λ/150 (at 450 nm). Based on OAP and fold mirrors, the
whole optical design is very flexible for further optimization with respect to
chromaticity (Fresnel propagation) and the mechanical implementation of the
DM, the vortex, the SCC option or the exact IFS locations. Figure 10 shows
the proposed optical layout.

3.4 Coronagraph

Coronagraphy is essential in the SPICES design to get rid of the stellar photon
which in turn attenuates the impact of the photon noise. The main science
requirements of SPICES translate into high contrast (108 − 109) and small
Inner Working Angle (IWA, < 2λ/D). Phase masks gather such advantages
[34] and have been intensively studied and implemented in the lab [6, 9, 30] and
on the sky [10, 31] in different forms. The Vortex Coronagraph (OVC, VVC)

Fig. 10 General optical layout showing the implementation of the main components. Most optics
are located below the M1–M2 segment while the IFSs are at the back of the PM
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is an evolution of this concept [32], which in addition improves the discovery
space. The advantages of an optical vortex coronagraph are that it can provide
imaging very close to the star (< 2λ/D) and high throughput (>90%). The
first generation of optical charge 4 VVC (TRL 6) has demonstrated 10−7

contrast levels over 10% bandwidth using wavefront correction [32] and is
now pushing towards higher contrasts and larger bandwidths. The vectorial
nature of the VVC and its intrinsic polarization modification property allows
the complete decoupling of the chromatic leakage from the main vortex term
and any transmitted off-axis features (companion and/or disks). Very recently,
a vector vortex mask made of photonic crystal has been developed and
achieves contrast levels of 5.10−6 and 1.10−6 at 5 λ/D for wavelengths of 532
and 633 nm, respectively (Murakami et al., in preparation). The demonstration
of an achromatic VVC, which meets the requirement of SPICES is now
at TRL 3.

3.5 Wavefront sensing and correction

Several techniques exist to estimate phase and amplitude aberrations of
the wavefront. The Electric Field Conjugation (EFC, baseline) uses tempo-
ral modulation whereas the Self-Coherent Camera (SCC, goal) uses spatial
modulation.

EFC [20] is a wavefront control technique that is particularly well-suited
for high contrast coronagraphy in space. This is because it uses the science
camera to sense aberrations, so that there are no non-common path errors;
it directly removes stellar speckle noise in the region of interest regardless of
where that speckle noise came from; and it uses the DM that is already in
the system to provide the diversity needed for estimation of aberrations in the
focal plane. EFC has been successfully demonstrated on many testbeds and
with many coronagraphs, as well as in monochromatic and broadband light.
For example, record-breaking contrasts have been achieved by some members
of this proposal at the NASA JPL High Contrast Imaging Testbed [43] as well
as the NASA Ames Coronagraph Testbed [7].

As for the SCC, the easier way to implement it at almost no cost for the
optical design is to add a small hole (reference beam) in the Lyot stop plane of
the coronagraph. The last coronagraph optics make the classical coronagraphic
beam and the reference beam interfere in a Fizeau scheme on the detector.
The speckles of the coronagraph beam are spatially modulated by fringes.
As the beams from the star and the companion are not coherent, only the
speckles are modulated (the companion image is not). The SCC is intrinsically
chromatic and in SPICES this issue is solved with the use of the IFS (same
for the EFC). Currently, the SCC is being implemented in a high contrast test-
bench and the first measurements of phase and correction are being obtained
(TRL 3). Although the maturity is low compared to the EFC, it has the
advantage to avoid temporal modulation and to provide additional criteria to
get rid of the speckles further than EFC. More details and performance are
given in [18, 19].
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Together with the wavefront sensing methods described above, SPICES
uses a deformable mirror (DM) for wavefront control. The DM manipulates
both the amplitude and phase of the wavefront simultaneously to create the
high-contrast coronagraph dark field. Wavefront control at the 10−9 level
has been demonstrated in JPL laboratory experiments for the past five years
[45]. SPICES baselines proven deformable mirror technology manufactured by
Northop Grumman Xinetics. Specifically, the DM is comprised of a fused silica
mirror facesheet driven by an array of electroceramic actuators. Protoflight
qualification of a flight-configured 48 × 48 DM is now in progress at JPL,
validating the technology. With years of performance in a space-simulating
environment, and following successful preliminary vibration tests at JPL, the
DM technology is currently at TRL5+ with expectations of reaching TRL6 in
environmental tests soon.

3.6 Polarimetry

The polarimetric capability of SPICES is essential to fulfill its science require-
ments and therefore constitutes an integral part of its design. Any modern
astronomical polarimeter consists of a modulator and an analyzer.

To measure the observables for SPICES, a modulator is positioned in the
beam upstream from the analyzer after the first five mirrors, in a collimated
beam. It can either be a double Fresnel rhomb or a so-called “superachro-
matic” half-wave plate constructed from three stacks of quartz and MgF2 that
serves the full wavelength range of 450–900 nm. Essentially, such a modulator
rotates a direction of polarization on the sky to the one direction that the
analyzer filters. With a stepwise rotation of 22.5◦ increments, the intensi-
ties that the polarimeter measures are (I + Q)/2, (I + U)/2, (I − Q)/2, and
(I − U)/2. Thus, the complete information on linear polarization is obtained
with a single optical/detector train.

The baseline concept of SPICES presented in Fig. 8 uses a polarizing beam-
splitter as a polarimetric analyzer. For the baseline configuration we selected
a cube beam-splitter, because of its achromatic splitting angle. This implemen-
tation is a single-beam system, as the different intensity measurements are
obtained sequentially. This drives the requirement on the typical time-scales
of pointing and thermal variations to be much larger than the modulation
cycle time. Although dual-beams are required on ground-based instruments,

Table 4 IFS main parameters
for the two channels assuming
4 × 4 k detectors

Blue channel Red channel

Wavelength range (nm) 450–700 650–900
FOV (arcsec) 9.24 13.3
Resolution 42 55
IFU pitch (μm) 70 70
N lenslets (side) 299 298
F/number at the entrance 289.5 200.4
Spectra length (pix.) 36.52 35.48
Approx. IFS size (mm) 830 830
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Table 5 Characteristics of science detectors

Parameter Value Comments

Dimension 4,000 × 4,000
Pixel pitch 15 μm
Quantification 12 bits Goal 16 bits
Full well capacity 300 ke-
Readout frequency <0.1 Hz 19 Mbits/s for full frame at 0.1 Hz
Readout mode Full frame
Readout noise <5 e- Goal 1e-
Dark current <5 e-/h Need a detector temperature <170 K
Flatness <20 μm

the sensitivity of the single-beam systems in SPICES will likely be better than
10−3, which is more than enough for most targets.

Polarizing beam-splitters and rotating polarization modulators are cur-
rently employed in various solar observing satellites that have polarimetric
functionality.

3.7 Integral field spectrograph

The proposed Integral Field Spectrograph (IFS) is based on the lenslet BIGRE
concept [1] in manufacturing for SPHERE [17]. Each lenslet of an array
samples a portion of the field of view and provides a virtual slit at the input
of a dispersing spectrograph, made up of the usual components (collimator,
dispersing element, and camera). The dispersing elements are direct vision

Table 6 Summary of TRLs for the main components as of year 2010

TRL Rational

Telescope
– Primary mirror 7 Process qualified on similar space missions (GAIA)
– Secondary mirror 7 Process qualified on similar space missions (GAIA)
– Baffles 7 Process qualified on similar space missions (GAIA)
– Structure 7 Process qualified on similar space missions (GAIA)

Science payload
– Rotating polarization 9 Hinode Solar Optical Telescope

modulator
– Polarizer cube beam splitter 9 Hinode Solar Optical Telescope
– Filters 5 Process qualified on similar space missions (MIRI/JWST)
– Deformable mirrors 5 Space qualifications at JPL
– Coronagraph 3 Process verified in lab environment
– IFS 5 Concept used on ground environment (SPHERE)
– Relay optics 5 Process qualified on similar space missions
– WF sensing 5 Baseline concept qualified at JPL
– Detectors 6 E2V CCD 231 − 84 back illuminated
– Mechanical structures 5 Process qualified on similar space environment

Main electronics
– Electronic boards 6 Qualified on previous space environment (MIRI/JWST)
– Compressor process 9 Space qualified
– Space wire links 9 Space qualified
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Amici prisms, providing quite constant low dispersion across the selected
wavelength ranges. The adopted scheme ensures that cross-talk due to both
diffraction (the incoherent cross talk) and interference effects (the coherent
cross talk) are well below 10−2. The main specifications listed in Table 4 were
derived from the main equation governing this design.

3.8 Science detectors

Two large 4 × 4 k CCDs are implemented in the IFS for scientific observations.
The selected elements are E2V detectors CCD 231-84 back illuminated with
high TRL requiring thermal regulation. Table 5 shows their characteristics.

3.9 TRL summary

Table 6 draws a summary of the TRLs relevant to the SPICES mission.

4 Pointing issues

The pointing requirement is an important aspect of the SPICES concept.
At the instrument level, the alignment of the star onto the coronagraph
must be very good to avoid stellar leakage and achieve the largest contrast.
From simulations, we obtained a requirement of 0.1 mas at the level of the
coronagraph over a timescale that is representative of the instrument stability.
Although observing time can be several days, the wavefront correction will be
certainly re-actualized at a higher frequency, typically between a few hours and
a day (a correct estimation will depend on the final architecture). In addition,
a telescope pointing of typically 2–10 mas is required to avoid beam walk
on the primary and secondary, which would otherwise cause an unacceptable
decorrelation of the wavefront over time. The demanding accuracy necessi-
tates a specific strategy. We propose a three-stage procedure (see Table 7 for
summary).

First, a coarse pointing is achieved by the spacecraft service module, within
an accuracy of a few arcseconds. This performance is achieved on European
satellites like GAIA or HERSCHEL. Attitude measurement is performed by
gyro-stellar hybridization, and a cold gas μ-propulsion system is used as an
actuator to reduce vibration unlike reaction wheels.

As on GAIA, the second stage makes use of the payload itself as an attitude
sensor. Pointing accuracy as required can be achieved with respect to the target
star direction: some mas pointing, and some mas/s pointing stability. The star

Table 7 Summary of pointing
requirements for SPICES

Spacecraft Telescope Coronagraph

1st stage >10 arcsec
2nd stage 10–100 mas 2–10 mas
3rd stage 0.1 mas
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measurement by the payload is obtained directly on the target star therefore
limiting the differential effects. Two potential systems are considered: either
the use of light reflected by the filters as shown in the conceptual design
(Fig. 8) or the use of the starlight rejected by the coronagraph at the Lyot stop.
Although the first solution has the advantage of saving all the light unused
by the science channels, the second concept has been simulated numerically
at a level of 0.05 mas. One part of the error signal generated by the tip tilt
sensor is off-loaded to the spacecraft attitude control system (ACS) and the
telescope to allow a pointing precision of typically 10 mas. For comparison,
JWST performs small angle maneuver of <2” with a 10–20 mas accuracy [33].
An optimized strategy with a monolithic telescope is certainly able to achieve a
better precision. However, a dedicated system might be needed to reach 1 mas
if needed.

The second part of the error signal on the pointing detector is sent to
an internal tip tilt corrector and provides the third stage of pointing. The
usual way to correct for small tip tilt variations is to make use of a Fine
Steering Mirror. A preferable solution for SPICES is to use a tip/tilt mount
like on ground-based telescope, so that tip/tilt and higher order corrections
are obtained by the same element in the same optical plane (DM is on a tip/tilt
mount). The ACCESS proposal [44] demonstrates the ability of the telescope
ACS to achieve the pointing specifications (1 mas for the telescope and 0.1 mas
at the coronagraph). We refer to this public document for details.

5 Performance assessment

The performance results presented in the ESA proposal were preliminary but
a more detailed study will be published soon. Here, we illustrate the expected
performance of SPICES in terms of characterization for only two cases of
planets, a giant and a super-Earth. A numerical model of the instrument was
built to assess the performance of SPICES. We did not simulate the actual
layout presented in Fig. 10 but only the main functionalities shown in Fig. 8.
We assume some realistic level of static WFE (20 nm rms), a 64 × 64 DM,
a Vector Vortex Coronagraph (achromatic), and the use of a self-coherent
camera (SCC). The simulation iterates on the wavelength (40 channels with
the resolution ranging from 35 to 80) to produce xyλ data cubes as the final
product of the instrument (we did not account for polarimetry at this stage).
We consider that the SCC provides a perfect estimation of the phase. The SCC
measures the wavefront in the focal plane, drives the DM, and finally improves
the image quality by post-processing. A random phase error of 0.5 nm rms is
added at each spectral channel to account for chromaticity. The sampling is
three pixels at the shortest wavelength. We also assume imperfection of flat
field (1%) and read-out-noise of 1e-/pix with a full-well capacity of 300 ke-.

Figure 11 shows the contrast curves without noises obtained with a setup
combining a DM and a coronagraph (blue curves) and the same setup plus a
SCC postprocessing (red curves) that improves the speckle rejection by one
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Fig. 11 Simulated 1-sigma
contrast curves of SPICES for
each spectral channel
between 450 and 900 nm

order of magnitude in some spectral channels. We satisfy the requirement of
a few 10−9 contrast at 2 λ/D. To illustrate the performance we consider two
model spectra of planets. We assume a G2V type for the host star and a global
throughput of 16%. We account for the photon noise, RON and flat field noise.
The exposure time is determined so that the median SNR on the spectrum is
10. The left panel in Fig. 12 compares the measured spectrum (red curve) to the

Fig. 12 Contrast spectra of a Jupiter-like planet (left) and a Super-Earth (right) measured by
SPICES and compared to the theoretical ones. The main molecular lines are detectable at: 0.62,
0.74, 0.79, and 0.86 μm (CH4) for the giant planet and 0.6 (O3), 0.72 (H2O), 0.76 (O2), and 0.82
(H2O) μm for the telluric one
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Table 8 Signal to noise ratio corresponding to spectra in Fig. 12

Jupiter at 2 AU Super Earth at 1 AU

Feature SNR Feature SNR
Continuum 14.3 (mean) Continuum 12.2 (mean)
CH4 band @ 0.62 μm 14.4 O3 line @ 0.6 μm 10.6
CH4 band @ 0.74 μm 6.1 H2O line @ 0.72 μm 7.6
CH4 band @ 0.79 μm 11.7 O2 line @ 0.76 μm 8.0
CH4 band @ 0.86 μm 2.3 H2O line @ 0.82 μm 7.4

theoretical one (black curve) for a Jupiter (1 RJ) at 2 AU at 10 pc (models from
[38]). The spectrum mainly shows methane features that are well recovered in
15 h (Table 8). The right panel stands for a super-Earth (2.5 R⊕) at 1 AU at
6 pc [37]. The absorption lines are due to water, dioxygen, and ozone. Here
again the main features are recovered but for a longer exposure time of 110 h.

In the high contrast regime delivered by SPICES, the detection is essentially
photon noise limited. Therefore, we use the previous results to scale exposure
times according to distance and spectral type of the star. The exposure time
for a given SNR and flux is proportional to the square of the distance. For a
given SNR and star distance, it is inversely proportional to the flux. Figure 13
presents the results of this study for the Jupiter planet (left) and the super-
Earth (right). For example, a Jupiter planet at 4 AU is resolved by SPICES at
20 pc and requires an exposure time 4 times greater than the one at 2 AU. If it
orbits a F0V star, the required exposure time is 60 h. These analytical relations
are now being tested by simulations and will be presented in a forthcoming
paper. This preliminary analysis tells us that SPICES will be most efficient for

Fig. 13 Evolution of the exposure time, for a median SNR, of 10 as a function of the star distance
and spectral type for a Jupiter-like planet at 2 and 4 AU (left) and a Super-Earth at 1 and 2 AU
(right). The vertical green lines indicate the maximum star distance where the planet is resolved by
SPICES (given that IWA = 2λ/D) maneuvers
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giant planets in the 1–4 AU range, and that tens of hours are necessary to
achieve good SNR.

6 Operations concept

SPICES is a pointing mission operated by way of autonomous execution and
work plan periodically up-loaded from the ground. A large majority of targets,
those in the core program, will be selected before the launch. The mission will
consist of a series of long observations where the telescope will stare at the
same target for typically a few days. As explained above, a full observation on
a target requires four different setups of the instrument where the polarization
states are flipped by means of a modulator. Before an observation starts, the
instrument will have to measure the phase aberrations to drive the DM in
an iterative way. Since the instrumental environment is likely to change over
time, this measurement will be repeated several times in a sequence. Once the
phase is measured, the correction is applied to the DM, which is maintained
in this position for some hours (the exact frequency will depend on the overall
stability). Minimum individual exposures will be determined by the detector
readout time (about 10 s) and maximum exposures by the cosmic rays (a few
hundred seconds). Only averaged sequences of 30 min will be transferred to
the Earth. After the full sequence is completed, the telescope will slew to the
next target and the data will transfer during the re-pointing.

7 Spacecraft concept

The spacecraft is three-axes stabilized and controlled using a coarse stage for
large maneuvers and a fine stage for observation. The fine stage shall be able
to point the spacecraft to the target and to stabilize the line of sight below
10 mas PtV, with information provided by the payload itself.

The telescope core structure is constituted by a nearly SiC L-shape frame
which provides easy fixation interfaces to the primary and secondary mirrors,
the focal planes and optical items of the polarimeters and coronagraphs.
In this way, the complete optical path is then fixed to this main structural
frame (Fig. 14).

Apart from the deformable mirrors, which require a room temperature
(10–25◦C) working point, the unique specific thermal requirement for the rest
of the payload is the stability needed during acquisition. Telescope European
manufacturing techniques based on SiC can preserve optical surface qualities
at low temperature. Assuming that the thermal flux in L2 is not sufficient to
easily ensure a global warming of the payload, the thermal concept is based on
a 200 K passive cooling, ensuring a high stability due to the very high thermal
inertia and a passive equilibrium with the environment. The space telescope
GAIA, having very similar requirements to SPICES, is based on the same
concept and is passively stabilized at a few mK. A dedicated warming system
will be used for the deformable mirrors. Each mirror will be thermally isolated
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Fig. 14 Opto-mechanical
views of the telescope with
the payload showing the L
shape base plate on which the
optical elements are fixed.
The dimension of the
telescope is 3,350 × 1,850 ×
1,540 mm

from the rest of the payload in order to avoid thermal leaks. We consider the
possibility of encapsulating the DMs in a chamber with a BK7 window in order
to prevent radiative heating from the DM to the rest of the payload and allow
stabilization at the mK.

8 Conclusion

The SPICES concept presented here is an evolution of the former SEE
COAST proposal to Cosmic Vision 2007 [36] in which several aspects of the
mission have been significantly improved: availability of targets, conceptual
design of the instrument, preliminary optical design, evaluation of risks, iden-
tification of subsystems with high TRL and technological development plans.

SPICES was not selected by ESA in 2010 but several technological devel-
opments related to the mission are being pursued in our institutes, especially
concerning coronagraphy and wavefront correction. Some efforts are still
needed to demonstrate (at the TRL 5 level) the ability to reach ∼10−9 contrast
over large bandwidths (∼50%) with the VVC, as well as the fine measurement
and correction of the aberrations with the SCC.

The landscape of exoplanet science for the next decade strongly requires
the availability of a mission like SPICES to study the atmosphere of long-
period planets (that we expect to be comparable to those of giants in the Solar
System) in order to complement other direct detection programs, especially
the spectroscopy of close-in transiting planets and direct imaging of warm
giant planets.
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